SkyCaddie
“ENABLER pops out”
VISUAL: Golfer on par 3 tee-box addressing shot, looking hesitant,
stepping up, stepping back.
VISUAL: Enabler walks out of woods.
ENABLER: 123 to the front, 129 to the middle, 134 to the back.
GOLFER (surprised)- Really?!
VISUAL: Golfer switches club. Turns back, enabler is gone.

VISUAL: Golfer in fairway holding fairway wood. Again looking hesitant.
VISUAL: Enabler walks out of nowhere.
ENABLER: Best lay-up is 167, leaves you 88. 242 to carry the front bunker.
GOLFER (bewildered): Thanks, man.
VISUAL: grabs club, turns back, enabler gone

VISUAL: golfer on tee-box, Enabler is now standing beside him like a
caddie but he’s holding and looking at the SkyCaddie.
GOLFER: What’s it to the water?
ENABLER: 213 to lay-up, 243 to carry, will leave you 93.
VISUAL: Enabler hands golfer a SkyCaddie.
VO: Get the expert insight of a PGA Tour caddie combined with ground mapping and
Military-grade GPS technology. Only SkyCaddie will take 5 strokes off your game, or
your money back, guaranteed.
VISUAL: family lock-up and guarantee graphic
VISUAL: logo, tagline, save5strokes.com
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SkyCaddie
“Enablers Multiply”
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MUSIC: Something simple and catchy.
(like New Soul from Mac Book Air spot.)
VISUAL: Close up view of one enabler walking and mapping
a hole.
VISUAL: Enabler splits into two enablers.
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VO: SkyCaddie mappers are trained by PGA Tour caddies. They walk and map
every inch of the golf course, just like they do on tour.
VO: Combined with Professional-grade GPS technology, SkyCaddie provides
exact yardages to multiple targets on the course.
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VISUAL: Two enablers split into four enablers.
VO: Precise distances to lay-up or carry all hazards.
Exact numbers to the front, middle and back of every green.
VISUAL: 3 numbers come onto screen of a SkyCaddie
VO: SkyCaddie saves you strokes, just like a tour caddie does for their pro.
VISUAL: Wide view of tons of holes with tons of enablers.
VO: Save five strokes off your game, or your money back, guaranteed.
VISUAL: family lock up and guarantee graphic
VISUAL: logo, tagline, save5strokes.com

